
Things to do with your camera 
Topic Description 

Self portrait Use natural, available or flash light to grab a few shots of yourself. 

Photograph family 

members 

Create some family photos in either a formal or relaxed style. 

Photograph some 

textures 

Capture some textures from within the home to use in post-processing. 

Springtime in  

the home 

Photograph new life as spring starts to show itself in the garden. Shoot in-situ or in a macro 

set-up. 

High Speed 

Photography 

Try dropping things into a tank of water and using flash to freeze the moment. 

A Bowl of Fruit Photograph a still-life of a bowl of fruit using different lighting and processing. 

Cut Flowers Photograph some cut flowers as they bloom and then decay. Try adding lighting and 

textures. 

Smoke Trails Photograph smoke trails against a dark background using directional light. 

Pets Photograph that furry thing that seems to live in your house (not your husband!) 

Clean your camera 
kit 

Get your kit in pristine condition by giving it a good clean (be careful and confident in your 
ability if you’re going to clean the sensor). 

Macro at home Take a different look at your home through a macro lens. You'll find patterns, textures and 
shapes you didn't know existed until you looked down a macro lens 

Coloured water in 
glasses 

Get a selection of glasses, add water and your choice of food colouring to them. Place them 
on a clear, reflective surface (glass on white paper works well) and place a large piece of 
white card behind them. 

Frozen items Pop some things (flowers, fruit, leaves, etc) in water, freeze them and try shooting them 
with a macro lens. 

Oil on water You'll need a camera with a close focus facility, tripod, a light source, a clear dish, water, oil 
and something to add colour to your shot. 

Garden Bug hunt Wander out into your garden, get down on your knees and search for Beetles, Bugs or 
Weevils. 

Time-lapse Find a subject that will change in appearance over a short-ish period of time. Set your 
camera on a tripod and capture the changes. Cut Flowers work well for this. 

Product 
photography 

Try photographing items (Whiskey bottle, Watches, etc…) and creating a moody, striking 
image. Check out advertising images for ideas. 

Recreate a famous 
image 

Find a famous image that you could create at home and recreate it using your imagination 
and items at hand. Have fun! 

Collections Photograph your collection of… 
Use dramatic lighting for effects or use flat lighting to create record shots. 

Chess board Set up a chess board and photograph it from different angles with dramatic lighting to 
create something a little surreal. 



Things to do on your PC 
Topic Description 

Re-edit an old 

photograph 

Re-edit an old photograph to see how your skills have developed or your style has 

changed. 

Organise your photos Re-organise your photographs on your PC, cull the images that are no longer up to 

your standard. 

Plan some projects Create plans for when the virus has cleared and we can get back out there. 

Creative Image Make a creative image from scratch using your own images and textures.  

Triptych Create a triptych from images that work together to make something new from exiting 

parts.  

History Read up on the history of photography. 

Research a topic Find something that interests you and learn more about it, practicing and refining your 

knowledge. 

Learn to Cut-Out Refine your ‘cutting out’ techniques to be able to quickly extract parts of an image. 

Read a book by a 

historical photographer 

Read something by a renowned photographer such as Ansel Adams, Robert Capa, etc… 

Frame & mount Frame, mount and hang one of your favourite photographs where it can be seen. 

New Photoshop 

technique 

Learn a new Photoshop technique that will boost your post-processing skills. 

Salons Look online at the images that are accepted into national or international salons for 

inspiration. 

Create a Website Get your pics online for the world to see by designing and populating your personal 
website. Adobe include a free one with a subscription and there are plenty of options 
at WordPress. 

Learn to Print If you have a printer, read up (YouTube) on how to get the very best out of your 
printer and get printing. 

Mono Improve your monochrome images by learning new techniques and methods. 

Back-Up Back-Up all your images to 3 different drives, try to put one of them off-site. 

Calibrate Calibrate your Monitor. 
 

Printer Profiles Profile your Printer with your favourite paper types. 

AV Make an AV sequence using your photos and music. 
Expand on this by creating images to match a piece of music. 

Stock images Upload more stock images to your library, try mundane every day pictures. Show how 
Coronavirus is affecting daily life, after all papers, magazines and online sites are 
showing thousands of them daily. 

 


